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THE COUNTER FRAUD CAMPAIGN 2019 
 

PART 15: DDoS ATTACKS AND HACKING 
 

Prevention of Fraud in Travel (PROFiT) and the Fraud Intelligence Network (FIN) are working with 
the City of London Police to reduce fraud in the travel industry. In PART 15 we continue to look at 
how you can take measures to protect your website to prevent it being compromised. 
 

PROFiT is the only official travel industry counter fraud body.  We work on your behalf 
to carry out analysis and research, disseminate best practice and disrupt crime.   
 
Find out how you can join the fight against crime.  Contact via: 
contactus@profit.uk.com   
 
If your website is subjected to cybercrime including using one of the methods outlined in this 
email campaign, then report it to ACTION FRAUD.   
USE THE ONLINE REPORTING TOOL: https://reporting.actionfraud.police.uk/login  

OR CALL ACTION FRAUD: 0300 123 2040 (24/7 helpline)  
 

PROTECTING YOUR WEBSITE FROM DDoS ATTACK 
1.0 A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is a malevolent attempt to disrupt the normal web 

traffic of a targeted server, service, or network by flooding the target or its surrounding 
infrastructure with so much Internet traffic that it cannot cope. DDoS attacks achieve effectiveness 
by compromising multiple computer systems at 3rd party locations which are then used as sources 
of attack traffic against a single target. The compromised machines that criminals use can include 
computers and other networked resources such as Internet of Things devices. The effect of a 
DDoS attack is to block your website from legitimate traffic by jamming it and upsetting the system 
such that the attacker can gain access to your systems if desired. 
 

1.1 You may become a victim of a DDoS attack in one of two ways.  Firstly, because a DDoS attacker 
seeks to gain control of a network of online machines in order to carry out an attack and your 
system could be compromised in order to facilitate the attack on another organisation.  
 

1.2 Once inside your system computers and other machines will be infected with malware, turning 
each one into a bot (or zombie). The attacker then has remote control over your compromised 
machines along with others to form a group of bots, which is called a botnet.  When a botnet has 
been established, the attacker is able to direct the machines within it by sending updated 
instructions to each bot via a method of remote control. The infected machine may appear to 
operate entirely normally to the actual owner whilst this is happening in the background. 

 
1.3 The second way that you could be a victim of a DDoS attack is as the targetted victim.  When 

the IP address of a victim is targeted by the botnet, each bot will respond by sending requests to 
the target, potentially causing the targeted server or network to become overloaded and cease to 
operate normally, resulting in a denial-of-service to normal traffic. Because each infected machine 
(bot) is a legitimate Internet device apparently working normally, separating the attack traffic from 
legitimate traffic can be difficult. 
 

1.4 The Computer Misuse Act 1990 makes it illegal to intentionally impair the operation of a computer 
or prevent or hinder access to a program/data on a computer unless you are authorised to do so. 
This means that DDoS and similar types of attacks are criminal under UK law.  The Act also says 
it’s illegal to make, supply or obtain ‘stresser’ or ‘booter’ services in order to facilitate DDoS attacks.  
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This law exists because DDoS attacks and the use of ‘stresser’ or ‘booter’ services can cause 
significant harm to organisations, businesses and individuals. 
 

1.5 Stressers, are tools designed to test a network or server for robustness. Testing one's own 
network or server is a legitimate use of a stresser.  Running it against someone else's network or 
server, resulting in denial-of-service to their legitimate users, is illegal in most countries.  Booters, 
are web-based services that offer to undertake DDoS for 3rd parties (usually criminals) and are 
very hard to take down. 

 
1.6 To make your system more resilient against a DDoS attack the IT industry suggests the following 

steps: 

• Buy extra bandwidth. 
If you can purchase enough additional bandwidth to deal with ‘spikes’ in demand that may 
be caused by malicious attacks it will help. 

• Build redundancy into your system. 
Distributing your servers geographically and topographically will make it hard for an attacker 
to successfully attack more than a portion of your servers, leaving other servers unaffected 
and capable of taking on at least some of the extra traffic that the affected servers would 
normally handle. 

• Configure your network against DDoS attack. 
There are several simple hardware configuration changes that can be made to help prevent 
DDoS attacks. For example, configuring your firewall or router to drop incoming ICMP 
packets or block DNS responses from outside your network can help prevent certain DNS 
and ping-based volumetric based attacks.  

• Deploy anti-DDoS hardware and software modules. 
Many hardware vendors now include software protection against DDoS protocol attacks 
such as SYN flood attacks, for example, by monitoring how many incomplete connections 
exist and flushing them when the number reaches a configurable threshold value. Specific 
software modules can also be added to some web server software to provide some DDoS 
prevention functionality. 

• Deploy a DDoS protection appliance. 
A large number of security vendors offer appliance that sit if front of network firewalls and 
are designed to block DDoS attacks before the attack can materialise.  The main weakness 
of this type of approach is that the appliances themselves may be limited in the amount of 
traffic throughput that they can handle. 

• Protect your DNS server. 

It is important that your DNS servers have redundancy and placing them in different data 
centres behind load balancers is also a good idea. A better solution may even be to 
move to a cloud-based DNS provider that can offer high bandwidth and multiple points-
of-presence in data centres around the world.  

 
WHAT TO DO IF YOUR DOMAIN IS TRANSFERRED WITHOUT YOUR AUTHORISATION 

1.7 The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) recommends that if your 
organization uses a hosting provider for a service that is attacked, first contact the hosting provider. 
If your organization hosts the network or Internet service that is under attack, first take measures 
to contain or dampen the attack. Next, call the service provider that delivers Internet access for 
your network.  

 
1.8 Most hosting providers and ISPs list emergency contacts on their web sites and many include at 

least general contact numbers on their invoices. If you only have a general contact number, explain 
that you are under attack and ask the customer care agent to escalate (forward) your call to 
operations staff with the ability and authority to investigate. 

 
1.9 Traffic associated with a single DDoS attack may originate from hundreds or thousands of attack 

sources.  In many cases, your hosting provider or your internet access provider should act on your 
behalf. They will contact “upstream” providers and the ISPs that route traffic from the DDoS attack 
sources to notify these operators of the nature and suspected origins of the attack.  These 
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operators will investigate and will typically revoke routes or take other measures to suppress or 
discard traffic close to the source. 

 
1.10 If you cannot find contacts details, or if the contacts that you find are unresponsive, try contacting 

a Computer Incident, Emergency Team, or Security Incident Response Team 
(CERT/CIRT/SCIRT) https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/csirts-in-europe/csirt-inventory/certs-by-
country-interactive-map, or a Trusted Introducer (TI): https://www.trusted-
introducer.org/directory/index.html.  CERT/CIRT organisations or TI teams will investigate an 
attack, notify and share information with hosting providers or ISPs whose resources are being used 
to conduct the attack, and work with all affected parties to coordinate an effective investigation. 

 
1.11 CALL ACTION FRAUD: 0300 123 2040. The police operate a 24/7 helpline for live cyber attacks. 

A live attack is one that is ongoing, that is still affecting a business’s systems and ability to function. 
There may still be an opportunity for law enforcement to stop the attack and/or secure evidence 
that will assist an investigation, so business owners are advised to call Action Fraud as soon as 
possible.  For all other cyberattacks report to Action Fraud through the normal channels. 

 
1.12 Check/Restart Firewalls and Other Appliances — After a DDoS attack as you bring the network 

devices back online, you run the risk that the sudden surge in bottled-up traffic causing a flood — 
the effect can look just like a secondary attack — as those connections attempt to re-establish 
themselves. Bring up equipment in the correct order to avoid potentially setting your system up to 
fail again as the connections that have been attempting to get through to your servers suddenly all 
try to connect at once. Know your application and have a plan for an orderly restoration. 

 
1.13 Get Unblocked by Your ISP — Many, if not all, ISPs will cut off, and not offer connectivity to, 

customers who are hit by DDoS and consume the bandwidth needed by other customers. The 
DDoS attack on your site is costing them business.  Accordingly, you may need to convince your 
provider to let you back on to its network, and they may ask you to prove to them that it won’t 
happen again. If you suffered a volumetric attack, you’ll need to demonstrate DDoS attack 
mitigation.  

 
1.14  Application Recovery — When your network is back online, your customers may try to connect 

all at once. They may have been trying to connect for the time you were down, and that stored 
demand coming all at once could be a problem, potentially creating an application layer DDoS 
effect with thousands of sessions reconnecting. To prevent this, devise a strategy for gradually 
reconnecting customer sessions. There are several ways to do this, and it may depend upon your 
business. You could, for example, intelligently route to different data centres based on IP address 
range or geography. Or, you could also simply meter the number of connections that can be 
established. 

 
1.15 There may be other things to clean up too. If you use a cloud service like AWS, you may find 

yourself with a large bill to pay.1 This is because application layer DDoS attacks that use lots of 
CPU can trigger additional instances to be spun up. You may need to work with Amazon on settling 
your bill. It’s possible you may need to clean up or purge your logs.  Create a plan to deal with 
these specific issues, as well as how you communicate within your organization.  

 
PROTECTING YOUR WEBSITE FROM HACKERS 
 
KEEP SOFTWARE UP TO DATE 

2.0 Keeping all software, including the server operating system, up to date is vital to keep your website 
secure. When website security holes are found in software the developer of the system will release 
a patch to deal with that specific weakness.  If you do not keep your software up to date on all 
machines, then hackers will be quick to attempt to abuse the un-patched software versions. 
 

 
1 https://www.theregister.co.uk/2015/03/20/greatfire_chinese_activists_under_ddos/  

https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/csirts-in-europe/csirt-inventory/certs-by-country-interactive-map
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/csirts-in-europe/csirt-inventory/certs-by-country-interactive-map
https://www.trusted-introducer.org/directory/index.html
https://www.trusted-introducer.org/directory/index.html
https://www.theregister.co.uk/2015/03/20/greatfire_chinese_activists_under_ddos/
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2.1 Organisations using a managed hosting solution don't need to worry so much about applying 
security updates for the operating system as their hosting company should take care of this for 
them.  When using third-party software on your website you should ensure that you are quick to 
apply any security patches released by the vendor. Most vendors have a mailing list or RSS feed 
detailing any website security issues.  

 
BE CAREFUL WITH YOUR ERROR MESSAGES 

2.2 Be careful about the amount of information that you give away in your error messages. Provide 
only minimal error details to your users, to ensure the messages do not give vital information about 
your server (e.g. API keys or database passwords). Don't provide full exception details as these 
can make complex attacks like SQL injection far easier. Keep detailed errors in your server logs 
and show users only the information that they need to know.  

 
BE ALERT TO POSSIBLE STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE (SQL) INJECTION 

2.3 Structured Query Language (SQL) injection attacks are when an attacker uses a web form field or 
URL parameter to gain access to or manipulate your database. When you use standard Transact 
SQL it is easy to unknowingly insert rogue code into your query that could be used to change 
tables, compromise personal data, obtain information and delete data. You can prevent this from 
happening by always using parameterised queries, most web languages have this feature and it 
is simple to implement. 

 
PROTECT AGAINST A CROSS SITE SCRIPTING (XXS) ATTACKS 

2.4 Cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks inject malicious JavaScript into your pages, which then runs in 
the browsers of your users, and can change page content, or steal information to send back to the 
attacker. For example, if you show comments on a page without validation, then an attacker might 
submit comments containing script tags and JavaScript, which could run in every other user's 
browser and steal their login cookie, allowing the attack to take control of the account of every user 
who viewed the comment. You need to ensure that users cannot inject active JavaScript content 
into your pages. 

 
2.5 XXS attacks are a concern in modern web applications, where pages are now built primarily from 

user content, and which in many cases generate HTML that's then also interpreted by front-end 
frameworks. These frameworks provide many XSS protections but mixing server and client 
rendering creates new and more complicated attack vectors.  

 
2.6 It is important to focus on how your user-generated content could escape the limits that you expect 

and be interpreted by the browser as something other than what you intended. This is like 
defending against an SQL injection. When dynamically generating HTML, use functions that 
explicitly make the changes you are looking for, or use functions in your templating tool that 
automatically do appropriate escaping, rather than joining character strings end to end or setting 
raw HTML content. 

 
2.7 Another useful tool is Content Security Policy (CSP). CSP is a header your server can return which 

tells the browser to limit how and what JavaScript is executed in the page, for example to disallow 
running of any scripts not hosted on your domain, disallow inline JavaScript, or disable ‘eval()’. 
Mozilla has an application https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/CSP with some 
example configurations. This makes it harder for an attacker's scripts to work, even if they can get 
them into your page. 

  
VALIDATE ON THE BROWSER AND SERVER  

2.8 Validation should always be done both on both the browser and server. The browser can catch 
simple failures like mandatory fields that are empty and when you enter text into a numbers’ only 
field. These can however be bypassed, and you should make sure that you check for these 
validation and deeper validation server side as failing to do so could lead to malicious code or 
scripting code being inserted into the database or could cause undesirable results in your website. 

 
 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/CSP
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USE HTTPS 
2.9 Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) is a protocol used to provide security over the 

Internet.  A website conforming to the HTTPS protocol shows a green padlock in the site identity 
button to the left of the address bar and has the letter ‘S’ after the abbreviation HTTP both of which 
designate that it is secure.  HTTPS guarantees that users are talking to the server that they expect, 
and that nobody else can intercept or change the content they're seeing in transit.  If you have 
anything that your users might want private, it's highly advisable to use only HTTPS to deliver it.  

 
2.10 A login form will often set a cookie for example, which is sent with every other request to your site 

that a logged-in user makes and is used to authenticate those requests.  An attacker stealing this 
would be able to perfectly imitate a user and take over their login session. To defeat these kinds 
of attack, you should always use HTTPS for your entire site. 
 

2.11 The green padlock means that traffic to and from the website is encrypted. A certificate, provided 
by a certificate provider (Certificate Authority or CA), is used to set up this encryption. You need to 
be aware that the only thing that is signified by the padlock is that your computer is connected to 
the site that you see in the address bar.   

 
2.12 Because HTTPS is becoming ubiquitous and the organisations that issue certificates do not check 

out the people that they issue them to, the green padlock does not guarantee that the website that 
you connect to is not a criminal or phishing website.  Since HTTPS is becoming commonplace and 
cheap, phishers are no longer barred in any way from using the green padlocks on their deceptive 
sites. Therefore, users are advised to pay attention to the kind of certificate behind the padlock. 
 

2.13 The best practice is to have shortcuts for the websites that you regularly use to transmit personal 
or financial data, rather than clicking on links sent to you by mail or found by other means. At first 
contact, the things to check on a website that require entering personal information or credentials 
are the following: 

• Is there a green padlock in the address bar? 
• Does the address in the browser’s address bar match your expectations? 
• Is there an Extended Validation (EV) certificate or not? 

EV Certificates are the gold standard in Secure Socket Layer certificates. EV verification 
guidelines, drawn up by the Certificate Authority/ Browser Forum, require the Certificate Authority 
to run a much more rigorous identity check on the organization or individual applying for 
the certificate than for a Domain Validation (DV) or Organisation Validation (OV) certificate.  You 
can check the validity of an SSL certificate at: https://www.digicert.com/help/  

 
AVOID FILE UPLOADS 

2.14 Allowing users to upload files to your website can be a big security risk. The risk is that any file 
uploaded, however innocent it may look, could contain a script that when executed on your server, 
runs a hidden malicious script that completely unlocks your website. 
 

2.15 If you have a file upload form, then you need to treat all uploaded files with great suspicion. If you 
are allowing users to upload images, you cannot rely on the file extension to verify that the file is 
an image as these can easily be faked. Even opening the file and reading the header or using 
functions to check the image size are not fool proof. Criminals can compress the files size and 
insert malicious code into most file types.  Most image formats allow storing a comment section 
that could contain Hypertext Pre-Processor (PHP) code that could be executed by the server. 

 
2.16 By default web servers won't attempt to execute files with image extensions, but don't rely solely 

on checking the file extension as a file with the name image.jpg.php has been known to get 
through.  Ultimately, the recommended solution is to prevent direct access to uploaded files 
altogether. If it is possible organise your database so that it is running on a different server to that 
of your web server. Doing this means the database server cannot be accessed directly from the 
outside world, only your web server can access it, minimising the risk of your data being exposed. 
 
USE WEB SECURITY TOOLS 

https://www.digicert.com/help/
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2.17 Once you think you have done all you can then you can test your website security. The most 
effective way of doing this is via the use of some website security tools, often referred to as 
penetration testing or pen testing for short.  There are many commercial and free products to assist 
you with this. They work on a similar basis to that scripts that hackers use in that they test all know 
exploits and attempt to compromise your site using some of the previous mentioned methods such 
as SQL Injection. 

2.18 Some free tools that are worth looking at: 
• Netsparker (Free community edition and trial version available). Good for testing SQL 

injection and XSS: https://www.netsparker.com/web-vulnerability-scanner/  
• OpenVAS Claims to be the most advanced open source security scanner. Good for testing 

known vulnerabilities, currently scans over 25,000. But it can be difficult to setup and requires 
an OpenVAS server to be installed which only runs on *nix: http://www.openvas.org  

• SecurityHeaders.io (free online check). A tool to quickly report which security headers 
mentioned above (such as CSP and HSTS) a domain has enabled and correctly configured: 
https://securityheaders.com  

• Xenotix XSS Exploit Framework A tool from OWASP (Open Web Application Security 
Project) that includes a huge selection of XSS attack examples, which you can run to quickly 
confirm whether your site's inputs are vulnerable in Chrome, Firefox and IE: https://xenotix.in  

 
NOTE: PROFiT does not vouch for the security or efficacy of these 3rd party tools. 
 
WHAT TO DO IF YOUR WEBSITE IS HACKED 

2.19 Your primary task after hacking is to ensure the secure storage of information as well as to ensure 
security of the users of your website. Remember that in the case of a successful hacking attack 
you receive malicious code to your website and you can also lose your user database with all 
contact details and passwords. 
 

2.20 When a hacker controls your website, you have the responsibility to take certain steps. Your 
website is your property; you need to keep control of it. A hacker can use your business and 
information for criminal purposes.  

 
2.21 Follow some of the steps given here if you are unlucky enough to have your website hacked: 

• Call In An Expert. 
If your website has been hacked, you need to immediately call in a specialist to remove any 
malware, backdoors and viruses from your server and get a website protection.  Take their 
advice on how to proceed. 

• Tell Users Of Your Website. 
If your website is hacked, you need to tell anyone that uses your website as their personal 
data may have been compromised and they may be at risk from the hackers themselves 
requiring remedial action. 

• Contact The Host. 
Eventually your webmaster will need to contact the host in order to restore your website. The 
server hosts the ability to regain the control over the website you own which has been hacked.  
If done properly: 
• It will come back to normal. 
• It will remove any redirection to any illegal websites. 

 
Like what we do to protect you?  
   

We are always short of funds and need your support. 
    

Find out how you can join PROFiT and fight fraud by emailing  contactus@profit.uk.com 

 
 

Next Week: Part 16  Know Your Enemies 
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